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WE USE
Ecological carton fillers
Recycled paper for printers
Reusable tableware

Cotton bags from Countries with higher risk
of workers and enviroment exploitation

New ways to be green at work
New green products and inspirations, everyday

Employees in using bicycles to and from work

You to be green with us!

WE AVOID

WE LOOK FOR

WE SUPPORT

WE INVITE
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NATURAL MATERIALS
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Products entirely or partially made of 
environmentally friendly materials such 
as: bamboo, wood, cotton, cardboard, 
cork and biodegradable materials.



V0324-18 Bamboo wireless charger, works with mobiles with 
inductive charging function, input 5V/2A, output 
5V/1A

bamboo

V0330-00 Bamboo wireless charger, works with mobile 
phones with inductive charging function, input 
5V/2A, output 5V/1A

V0358-16 Bamboo wireless charger 5W, works with mobile 
phones with inductive charging function, 2 USB 
outputs DC 5V/2.1A

V0357-16 Bamboo wireless charger 5W, works with mobile 
phones with inductive charging function
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bamboo

bamboo

bamboo



V0360-16 Bamboo wireless charger 5W, desk organizer, DC 5V/1A, works 
with mobile phones with inductive charging function

V0369-00 Wireless charger 5W, works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function, DC 5V/1A

V0361-16 Bamboo wireless charger 5W, desk organizer, DC 5V/1A, works 
with mobile phones with inductive charging function

V0349-17 B'RIGHT bamboo wireless charger 10W, phone stand, 
works with mobile phones with inductive charging 
function, input 5V/2A, 9V/1.67A, wireless output 5V/1A, 
9V/1.2A, wireless charging distance up to 8 mm

V0359-16 Bamboo wireless charger 5W, phone 
stand, works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function

V3979-16 Bamboo wireless charger, works with mobiles with 
inductive charging function, input 1A, output 1A
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo
bamboo

bamboo bamboo

bamboo wheat straw, ABS, bamboo



V0371-00 Wireless charger 5W, works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function, DC 5V/1A

V0372-00Wireless charger 5W, works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function, 2 USB outputs DC 5V/2.1A

V0373-00 Wireless charger 10W with fast 
charging function, phone stand, 
works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function

V0115-00 Wheat straw wireless charger 10W with fast charging function, 
works with mobile phones with inductive charging function

V0116-00 Wheat straw wireless charger 
5W, works with mobile phones 
with inductive charging 
function
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wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS



V0113-00 Wireless charger 5W with wheat straw and bamboo details, 
works with mobile phones with inductive charging function

V0120-00 Wireless charger 5W with bamboo element, works with 
mobile phones with inductive charging function

V0112-00 Wireless charger 5W with 
bamboo element, phone 
stand, works with mobile 
phones with inductive 
charging function
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wheat straw, ABS, bamboo

limestone cement, bamboo

limestone cement, bamboo



V0117-00 Cork wireless charger 5W, works with mobile 
phones with inductive charging function

V0387-00 Cork wireless charger 5W, desk organizer, works with mobile phones with 
inductive charging function, USB input 5V/2A, wireless output 5V/1A

V0388-00 Mouse pad, wireless phone charger 5W, can be used as phone stand, 
non-slip bottom, works with mobile phones with inductive charging 
function, USB type C input DC 5V/1A, wireless output DC 5V/1A

V0374-00 Wheat straw power bank 5000 mAh V0356-16 Bamboo wireless power bank 6000 mAh, wireless charger 5W
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natural cork natural cork

natural cork, velvet

wheat straw, ABS bamboo



V0347-17 B'RIGHT bamboo power bank 5000 mAh, 4 diodes indicating power level, 
micro USB 5V/2A and USB type C 5V/2A input, USB output 5V/2A

V0355-16 Bamboo power bank 5000 mAh V0339-16 Bamboo power bank 4000 mAh, 4 diodes indicating power level, input DC 
5V/1A, output DC 5V/1A, 3,7V

V0348-17 B'RIGHT bamboo power bank 8000 mAh, 4 diodes indicating power level, 
micro USB 5V/2A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A and USB type C input, USB 3.0 V/3A, 
9V/2A, 12V/1.5A and USB type C 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A output

V0314-00 Wireless power bank 8000 mAh, wireless charger 5W, works with mobile 
phones with inductive charging function, 2 outputs 5V DC 2A, input 5V DC 
2A, 5V DC 2A

V3978-16 Bamboo power bank 4000 mAh
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo
bamboo

bamboo
bamboo

bamboo

bamboo



When we talk about cereal, we usually refer to the main product – grain. In 
its shadow remains another valuable raw material that is a by-product of 
cereal cultivation - straw.

Traditionally, wheat straw has been treated as waste. In some countries it is burned which causes air pollution. 
However, these blades still have value. This material is recovered and used to produce a growing range of 
advertising gadgets.
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V0378-00 Eco wireless speaker BT 5.0 3W, working 
distance up to 10 m, USB rechargeable

V0379-00 Wireless speaker BT 5.0 3W, working 
distance up to 10 m, USB rechargeable

V0370-00 Wireless speaker BT 5.0 5W, wireless charger 10W with fast 
charging function, works with mobile phones with inductive 
charging function, working distance up to 10 m, USB 
rechargeable
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS, bamboo



V0338-16Wooden wireless speaker 2 x 
5W, working time up to 3 h

V0337-16 Wooden wireless speaker 2 x 
5W, working time up to 3-4 h

V0114-00 Wireless speaker 3W
V0121-16Bamboo wireless speaker 3W, 

wireless charger 3W
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multiplex multiplex

wheat straw, ABS, bamboo
bamboo, ABS



V0111-00 Wireless speaker 3W V0365-16 Wireless speaker BT 5.0 3W 
with LED lights, working 
distance up to 10 m

V3980-16 Bamboo wireless speaker 3W, 
USB rechargeable

V3981-16 Bamboo wireless speaker 3W, 
USB rechargeable
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NATURAL MATERIALS

limestone cement, bamboo

bamboo
bamboo

bamboo



V0366-16 Bamboo wireless headphones BT 5.0, USB rechargeable

V0381-00 Eco wireless headphones BT 5.0, USB 
rechargeable

V0380-00 Eco wireless earphones BT 5.0 in magnetic charging case, 
USB rechargeable
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bamboo

wheat straw, ABS wheat straw, ABS



V0362-16 Bamboo keyring, charging cable with 3 plugs: USB, 
type C and 2 in 1 (micro USB and compatible with 
iOS)

V0375-00 Wheat straw keyring, charging and synchronization 
cable with 3 plugs: USB, USB type C and 2 in 1 plug 
(micro USB and compatible with iOS devices)

V8194-00 Keyring, charging cable with wheat straw and bamboo 
elements, 3 plugs: USB, type C and 2 in 1 (micro USB and 
compatible with iOS)

V0376-00 Wheat straw charging cable with 3 plugs: USB, USB type 
C and 2 in 1 plug (micro USB and compatible with iOS 
devices), with carabiner (for promotional use only)

V0363-16 Charging cable with bamboo detail and 3 
plugs: USB, type C and 2 in 1 (micro USB and 
compatible with iOS)
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wheat straw, ABS, bamboo

wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS

bamboo

bamboo



V0364-16 Bamboo USB 2.0 hub with 3 ports V0382-00 Wheat straw USB 2.0 hub with 4 ports

V0334 Wooden USB memory stick in shape of credit card, available in 1-64GB

V0384-00 Wheat straw USB memory stick 16GB in shape 
of credit card

V0385-00 USB memory stick 16GB "bottle"
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bamboo wheat straw, ABS

wood, plastic

wheat straw, ABS

natural cork, glass



V0346-20 Bamboo USB memory stick 32 GB 

V0326-16 Cardboard USB 2.0 memory stick 16 GB, cap and box made 
of recycled paper included

V0383-00 Wheat straw USB memory stick "twist" 16GB

V0328-16 Cardboard USB 2.0 memory stick 16 GB, cap and box made 
of recycled paper included
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo

cardboard cardboard

wheat straw, ABS



V3094-17

V3990 USB memory stick "twist", 
available in 1-64 GB

Wooden USB memory stick with strap, available in 1-64GB
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wood

wood, metal



V3995-00 Wheat straw phone holder, 
phone stand, adhesive

V0377-00Wheat straw webcam blocker, 
adhesive

V0368-16 Weather station with clock, 
temperature and humidity 
information, bamboo front part

V0367-16Desk clock with alarm, radio, 
thermometer and calendar, 

bamboo front part
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wheat straw, ABSwheat straw, ABS

bamboo bamboo



V0389-16 Cork conference folder A5 with notebook, 
wireless charger 5W

21

natural cork



V2768-00 Cork conference folder A5 with notebook

Conference folder approx. A4 with notebook, sticky notes 
and ball pen

Conference folder, notebook approx. A4, ball pen, sticky notesV2814 V2954

V2948-16 Conference folder, notebook, ruler, ball pen, 
pencils, pencil sharpener, eraser, sticky 
notes
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cork, PU

ABS, cardboard 600 g/m2, paper 70 g/m2
paper 70 g/m2, paper 600 g/m2

wood, cardboard, rubber, EVA, paper



V2835 Notebook approx. A6 with ball pen

V2389 Notebook approx. A5 with ball pen

V2335 Notebook approx. A6 with ball pen

V2955 Notebook ca. A4 with ball pen
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paper

paper, plastic paper 70 g/m2, paper 600 g/m2

paper, plastic



V2867 Notebook approx. A5V2687 Notebook approx. A7 with ball pen

V2957-16 Notebook "football"

V2834 Notebook "smiling face"

-08B

-08C

-08A

-08D

24

NATURAL MATERIALS

paper, plastic

paper 70 g/m2, paper 600 g/m2

paper, carton

cardboard



V2967-16 Bamboo notebook approx. A6

V2966-16 Bamboo notebook A6, ball pen

V2968-16 Bamboo notebook approx. A5
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bamboo, recycled paper

bamboo, recycled paper

bamboo, recycled paper



V0205-00 Wheat straw notebook approx. 
A5 with ball pen

V2973 Cotton notebook A5

V2987 Notebook approx. B6
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wheat straw, PP

cotton

paper



V2669 Notebook approx. A6V2988 Notebook approx. A5 V0214-02 Antibacterial notebook A5

ANTIBACTERIAL

ISO 22196
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paper cardboard cardboard



V0216-16 Notebook approx. A5 with ball pen V0207-16 Bamboo notebook approx. A5, ball penV0206-16 Bamboo notebook B7, ball pen
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cork, linen, wheat straw, kraft paper bamboo bamboo



V2542 Memo holder, sticky notes, 
bookmark, notebook, ruler

V2570 Memo holder, sticky notes

V2552 Memo holder, sticky notes, 
bookmark, notebook, ruler

V2430 Memo holder, sticky notes

V2537 Memo holder, sticky notes, notebook, and ball pen

V2496-16 Memo holder, sticky notes, ruler
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carton, paper

carton, metal, paper

cardboard, paper

carton, paper paper 

cardboard, PVC, paper



V2776-00 Memo holder "house", 
notebook, sticky notes

V2695-00 Memo holder, notebook, sticky 
notes, ball pen, ruler

V2810-00 Memo holder, notebook, sticky 
notes

V2898-16 Memo holder, ruler, sticky 
notes, ball pen
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cardboard, paper, PET paper, plastic

cardboard, paper, steel paper



V2953 Memo holder, sticky notes V2981-16 Memo holder, sticky notes

V2827-00 Sticky notes, cork cover

V2897-16 Memo holder, notebook A5, 
sticky notes

V2815-00 Memo holder, sticky notes
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cork

paper 70 g/m2

paper

craft paper 120 g/m2

cardboard, metal, paper



V2904-16 Memo holder, sticky notes, 
pen holder

V2991 Memo holder, notebook, sticky notes, 
ball pen
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NATURAL MATERIALS

V2816-10 Memo holder, notebook approx. A6, 
sticky notes and ball pen

paper paper

paper 60 g/m2



V2843-02 Memo holder, sticky notes

V2992-06 Wheat straw memo holder 
"leaf", ball pen

V2985 Memo holder "triangle", sticky 
notes

V2685 Memo holder, sticky notes

V7907-00 Sticky notes, penholder, business card 
holder, paper clips holder
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cardboard

paper, wheat straw, wood

cardboard

carton, paper, rubber, metal

paper



V1115-17 Writing set, ball pen and pencil in wooden case

V1114-17 Twist action ball pen in wooden case

V2995-00 Cotton lanyard
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NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton

wood, metal

wood, metal



V1300-17 Bamboo writing set, ball pen and roller ball pen V1303-16 Bamboo ball pen in case

V1964-18 Cork writing set, ball pen and roller ball pen V1356-17 Writing set, ball pen and pencil
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bamboo

cork aluminium, wood

bamboo



V1775-17 Writing set, bamboo ball pen and 
mechanical pencil

V1803-16 Writing set, bamboo ball pen, touch pen and 
mechanical pencil
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo bamboo, cardboard, metal



V1336-17 Bamboo ball pen V1555-16 Bamboo ball pen

V1828-17 Bamboo ball pen V1761-16 Bamboo ball pen, touch pen
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bamboo, metal

bamboo ABS, steel, bamboo

bamboo, metal, ABS



V1922-17 Bamboo ball pen V1334-17 Bamboo ball pen

V1829 Bamboo ball pen V1947 Bamboo ball pen
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo

bamboo bamboo wood, bamboo fiber

metal, bamboo



V1047-17 Wooden ball pen V1929 Bamboo ball pen, touch pen, 
phone stand

V1965 Bamboo ball pen V1410 Bamboo ball pen V1933 Bamboo ball pen, touch pen
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metal, wood

ABS, bamboo
ABS, bamboo bamboo, plastic

bamboo fiber



V1974 Bamboo ball pen V1975-16 Bamboo ball pen V1977-16 Bamboo ball pen, wheat straw 
details, metal clip

V1976-16 Bamboo ball pen, wheat 
straw details, phone 
stand

V1630 Paper ball pen with cap V1969 Paper ball pen with cap V1194 Ball pen V1948 Ball pen with paper barrel and 
coloured bamboo fibre details
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo

paper paper carton, wood, ABS
paper, bamboo fiber

bamboo
bamboo, wheat straw, ABS

bamboo, wheat straw, ABS



V1941-16 Cork ball pen

V1980 Miniature ball pen made of 
wheat straw

V1979 Wheat straw ball pen V1928 Cork ball pen

V1972 Wheat straw ball pen, metal 
clip

Wheat straw ball penV1966-18 Wheat straw ball penV1967-18

MINI SIZE
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wheat straw, ABS

wheat straw, ABS ABS, cork natural cork

wheat straw, ABS
ABS, wheat straw ABS, wheat straw



V1981-00 Pen case

V6120-00 Ball pen "animal" V6134-00 Ball pen "flower"

NATURAL MATERIALS

cardboard

wood wood
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V1942 Pencil V1695 Pencil V7699-00 Mini pencil V1839 Pencil, touch pen

V7673-00 Pencil "doctor" V1774 Pencil set, 5 pcs V6592 Pencil

MINI SIZE
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wood wood wood wood

wood wood wood



V0518-00 Document bag V0519-00 Document bag V0520-00 Document bag

V0558-16 Laminated paper backpack V8162-00 Laminated paper backpack V8163-00 Laminated paper backpack

44

460 g/m2270 g/m2 320 g/m2

NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton 270 g/m2

laminated paper 300 g/m2 laminated paper 130 g/m2 laminated paper 130 g/m2

100% cotton 460 g/m2 100% cotton 320 g/m2



V0557-16 Laminated paper backpack cooler bag V0559-16 Laminated paper cooler bag V8186-00 Laminated paper cooler bag

V0701-00 Laminated paper cooler bag V0702-00 Laminated paper cooler bag
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PE, aluminium foil, paper 80 g/m2

paper, aluminium paper, aluminium

PE, aluminium foil, paper 80 g/m2 laminated paper, aluminium



V7950-16V7951-16 V7952-16 V7942-20 Paper bagPaper bagPaper bagPaper bag
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NATURAL MATERIALS

paper paper paper paper 100 g/m2



V0781-20 B'RIGHT cotton bag for fruit and vegetables, small 
size

V0782-20 B'RIGHT cotton bag for fruit and vegetables, small 
size
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cotton 150 g/m2, cotton 120 g/m2 cotton 150 g/m2, cotton 120 g/m2



V8181-00 Cotton drawstring bag, small V8182-00 Cotton drawstring bag, bigV8177-00 Cotton bag for fruit and vegetables

V8178-00 Cotton bag for fruit and vegetables, foldable

V8179-00 Cotton bag for fruit and vegetables
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BIG SIZE
25 x 30 cm

SMALL SIZE
15 x 21 cm

NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton 120 g/m2 100% cotton 105 g/m2 100% cotton 105 g/m2

100% cotton

100% cotton 220 g/m2



V8411-00 Duffle bag V0717-02 Drawstring bag

V0842-16 Drawstring bag V0523 Cotton drawstring bag

V0577-20 Cotton drawstring bag
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jute 260 g/m2, cotton, metal cork, cotton 250 g/m2

cotton, jute 100% cotton 100 g/m2

jute 245 g/m2, cotton 120 g/m2



V0408-20 Cotton drawstring bag

V7325 Cotton duffle bag

V8971 Drawstring bag

V9484 Cotton drawstring bagV9984-20 Cotton drawstring bag
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton 140 g/m2

cotton 100 g/m2

cotton 120 g/m2 100% cotton 100 g/m2

cotton 100 g/m2



V8165-20 Organic cotton shopping bag V8166-20 Organic cotton foldable shopping bagV8823-20 B'RIGHT organic cotton shopping bag

ORGANIC

COTTON
ORGANIC

COTTON
ORGANIC

COTTON

ORGANIC

COTTON

V8164-20 Organic cotton drawstring bag

Growing environmental awareness has made it increasingly 
popular to use organic cotton, which: 

is grown in a way that does not harm nature, with limited 
water consumption and without the use of chemicals,
the profits from crops reach local farmers rather than 
world companies.
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100% organic cotton 120 g/m2

organic cotton 150 g/m2 100% organic cotton 120 g/m2 100% organic cotton 120 g/m2



V0706-02 Foldable cotton shopping bag V8081-20 Cotton shopping bag

V8481 Cotton shopping bagV5801 Cotton shopping bag

V0409-20 Cotton foldable shopping bag
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NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton 105 g/m2 cotton 250 g/m2 cotton 140 g/m2

cotton 110 g/m2 cotton 140 g/m2



V0801-20 Cotton shopping bag V0407-20 Cotton shopping bag V0413-20 Cotton shopping bag
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cotton 130-140 g/m2cotton 110 g/m2 cotton 180 g/m2



V9490 Cotton shopping bagV9859-20 Cotton shopping bag

V9114-20 Cotton shopping bag

V8180 Cotton shopping bag

V0530-00 Cotton shopping bag
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton 240 g/m2

100% cotton 105 g/m2 cotton 140 g/m2

100% cotton 220 g/m2, PU cotton 140 g/m2



V0835 Cotton shopping bag

V5802-20 Cotton shopping bag V9414 Cotton shopping bag

V0411 Beach bag

V0432 Cotton beach bag
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cotton 110 g/m2

cotton 336 g/m2

cotton, metal, paper, polyester cotton 500 g/m2

cotton 140 g/m2



V0533 Shopping bag

Cotton shopping bagV0578-20V0829-20 Shopping bag

V8184-00 Jute shopping bag

V8185-20 Cotton shopping bag, jute details

V8413-00 Beach bag, shopping bag

56
Jute & do it!

NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton 380 g/m2, jute

jute 325 g/m2, cotton, plastic laminated jute, laminated cotton jute, cotton

cork, cotton 250 g/m2 jute, cotton



V0703-00 Paper shopping bagV7514-00 Shopping bag made of cotton and paperV8198-16 Kraft paper shopping bag

V0400 Shopping bagV0402-16 Shopping bag V0528-00 Shopping bag
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jute

cotton, kraft paper, PE cotton, paper 100 g/m2 paper 140 g/m2 (outside), non-woven
(inside)

jute laminated jute



V0836-16 Beach bag, shopping bag

V8183-02 PLA shopping bag Bamboo shopping bagV0704-02

More PLA products 
on p. 61, 65 and 72

Bamboo, as a plant rarely attacked by 
pests, from the moment it sprouts, does 
not need a gram of chemical fertilizers or 
pesticides to grow.

It’s grass and, unlike trees, once cut, it 
sprouts after a few years.
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NATURAL MATERIALS

Did you know, that...

PLA 100% compostable 70 g/m2 bamboo fibre 105 g/m2

linen 260 g/m2, PE

100%
COMPOSTABLE

PLA



V0813-16 Cotton cosmetic bag

V8480 Glass nail file

V0897 Bamboo lip balm

V0893-00 Wheat straw pocket mirror
V8102-00 Jute cosmetic bag

CHOOSE NATURAL!

Globally, only 5-10% of the total amount of plastic 
waste is efficiently recycled.
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cotton, jute laminated jute
wheat straw, ABS

glass
bamboo fiber, ABS



V8103-16 V8127-00 V0894-00 Wheat straw tooth 
brush, case included

Bamboo comb Wheat straw comb Bamboo tooth brushV0895-16 Bamboo tooth brush with 
stand

V0896-16
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo wheat straw, PP bamboo
bamboowheat straw, PP



V0890-02 PLA poncho V0941-00 PLA poncho

100%
COMPOSTABLE

PLA

100%
COMPOSTABLE

PLA

PLA - polylactide (polylactic acid) is a fully biodegradable 
polymer of natural origin. It is obtained from renewable raw 
materials, e.g. cornmeal or sugar beet. Approximately 2.5 kg of 
corn are needed to produce 1 kg of PLA.

The use of this material, as well as of other bioplastics, is 
growing. In 2016, around 4.2 million tons of them were 
produced worldwide, according to estimates by 2021, this 
number is expected to increase to 6.1 million tons.
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PLA 100% compostable 0,018 mm PLA



Cork keyring

V0737 Wooden keyring

V0724 Keyring V0738

62

V9863-16 Keyring

NATURAL MATERIALS

wood natural cork

wood, steel
wood



V0887-02 V0888Mug 370 ml with bamboo lid Mug 420 ml, cork detail V0623 Glass 480 ml

63

ceramics, bamboo ceramics, natural cork glass



V0878-16 V0879-16

V8486-00 V0847 V0877-00

Mug 420 ml with spoon and lid Set, 3 pcs, cup 180 ml, bamboo stand 
and spoon

Mug 260 ml Bamboo mug 300 ml with spoon Bamboo mug 400 ml with spoon
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NATURAL MATERIALS

borosilicate glass, bamboo
borosilicate glass, bamboo

glass bamboo fiber, PP bamboo fiber, PP



V0588

V0683

V0684-00

V0680 V0681-00

Bamboo mug 320 ml

Bamboo mug 380 ml

Bamboo mug 320 ml

Eco mug 500 ml Durable, eco mug 450 ml

Bamboo mug 350 mlV0770

Comp�table
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bamboo fibre, PP bamboo fibre, PP bamboo fibre, PP

PLA paper 100% compostable bioplastic (compostable) bamboo fibre, PP, silicone

100%
COMPOSTABLE

PLA



Bamboo travel mug 380 ml

Bamboo travel mug 400 ml

Bamboo travel mug 450 mlV0685-00

V0845-17

V0694-16 Travel mug 500 ml, cork detailV0760-02

Travel mug 380 ml, cork detailV0759-02
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo fibre, PP

stainless steel, natural cork stainless steel, bamboo, plastic

bamboo, stainless steel stainless steel, natural cork



V0846-17

V0881-00 V0882-00

V0883-00

V0880-00Bamboo travel mug 250 ml

Bamboo travel mug 450 ml with lid Bamboo travel mug 480 ml with lid

Bamboo travel cup 220 ml with 
carabiner, foldable

Bamboo travel mug 700 ml with lid 
and straw
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stainless steel, bamboo, plastic

bamboo fiber, PP bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo fiber, PP, silicone



V9901 Bamboo mug 350 ml

V0884-00 Cork travel mug 350 ml with lid

V0886-00 Bamboo travel mug 450 ml with lid, straw and 
cork band

V0885-00 Bamboo travel mug 350 ml with bamboo 
lid and cork band

V0682 Bamboo mug 380 ml
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo, silicone

natural cork
bamboo fiber, PP, bamboo, natural cork

bamboo fiber, PP, bamboo, natural cork
bamboo fibre, PP, silicone



V0774-18 Vacuum flask 420 ml, thermo 
mug with sieve stopping dregs

V0865-16 Bamboo vacuum flask 420 ml V0772-18 Bamboo thermo mug 420 ml with 
sieve stopping dregs

V0844-17 Bamboo thermo mug 400 ml with 
sieve stopping dregs

V0693-16 Bamboo vacuum flask 500 ml
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bamboo, stainless steel

bamboo, stainless steel

glass, bamboo

bamboo, stainless steel stainless steel, bamboo, plastic



V0470-00

V8485-00

V8983

Drinking jar 480 ml 
with straw

Drinking jar 500 ml with straw

Drinking jar 500 ml
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NATURAL MATERIALS

glass

glass, metal

glass, metal



V0695-00 Sports bottle 420 mlV0874-00 Sports bottle 500 ml

V0873-02 Sports bottle 550 ml

V8985 Drinking bottle 260 ml V8984 Drinking bottle 320 ml with straw
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glass

glass, bamboo

glass, bamboo

glass, bamboo

glass



V0462 Sports bottle 420 ml

V0870-00 PLA sports bottle 830 ml

It decomposes within 75-80 days

V0872 Bamboo sports bottle 600 ml V0875 Sports bottle 420 ml

V0876-00 Sports bottle 610 ml

V0855 Glass sports bottle 500 ml

100%
COMPOSTABLE

PLA
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo fibre, LDPE

glass

glass

PLA 100% compostable

glass glass



V6470 Sweat wristband

V7387-00 Bamboo B'RIGHT frisbee

V7363 Skipping rope
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cotton wood

bamboo fiber, PP



V7802-00V8074 Fan towel in ball-shaped case Bamboo waste bag dispenser for dog 
excrements

Hand fan

V7381 Hand fan

V7383-16

-02

-07

-08

-88

74

NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton 245 g/m2
bamboo fiber, PP

paper, PP

polyester, wood

74



V7375

V8647-00 Picnic basket

Wheat straw B'RIGHT 
sunglasses

Bamboo sunglasses

Bamboo sunglasses

Bamboo sunglasses

V8648-00 Picnic basket

V7382

V7807-00

V8072-00
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wheat straw, PP, AC

bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo, bamboo fiber, PP

willow, linenwillow, linen



V7322-17 Christmas art set, 3 hangers

V7372-00 Colouring set, crayons

V0415-20 Bag for colouring, felt tip 
pens
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton 130-140 g/m2
wood

paper



V9670-99 Colouring book

V9671-99 Colouring book

V9673-99 Adult's colouring book
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carton, paper

carton, paper

carton, paper



V6102-00 Colour pencil set V6103-00 Colour pencil set V6131-00 Colour pencil set

V6299-17 Colour pencil set

V7312-00 Colour pencil set
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NATURAL MATERIALS

paper, wood paper, wood paper, wood

wood, cardboard

wood



V0726-00 Paper pencil case

Cotton pencil case

V7365-20 School set, pencil case, pencil, ball pen, ruler, 
eraser and pencil sharpener 

V1815-20 School set, pencil case

V7832-17 School set, pencil case

V8824-00

V6128-17 School set, pencil case
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cotton, wood, paper

cotton, wood, paper

laminated paper

cotton 100%

woodwood



V7377-25 School set, pencil case

V7662-00 School set, pencil case V7378-25 School set, pencil case

V7384-20 School set, pencil case, 12 pencils, ball pen, 
ruler, eraser and pencil sharpener
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NATURAL MATERIALS

recycled cardboard, wood

cotton, wood, paper, rubber
cotton, linen

canvas, lime tree, linen



V7347-17 Birdhouse painting set, paints and 
brush

Bamboo rulerV7379-16

V7385-17

V7342-00

V7386-17

Wooden ruler

Bamboo ruler

Birdhouse kit
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bamboo bamboo

beechwood
wood

wood, MDF



V7390-00 V7395-00V7391-00

V6456-00

V6219-00 V7348-17

V7394-00

Yo-yo

Cork globe Scratch off World map Bamboo piggy bank

Wooden yo-yo

Bamboo yo-yo

Mini football table game
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NATURAL MATERIALS

natural cork, metal laminated paper bamboo fiber, ABS

wood wood

bamboo fiber, PP

wood, plastic



V6521-00

V6576-00 V7346-20

V7643-99 V7879-17 V7663-99Puzzle with crayons Puzzle Tangram puzzle

Mikado game

Playing cards Mind game set
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cardboard, paper cotton, metal

carton wood wood

wood



V7397-16

V7396-16

V7867-17

V7875-17

V6031-00

Wooden skill game

Domino game in wooden box

Tic Tac Toe game

Brain teaser set Brain teaser set
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wood

wood

wood wood

wood



V8807-00

V8826

V8831-00

V8830-00 B'RIGHT bamboo lunch box 
"sandwich"

Bamboo lunch box 
"sandwich"

Wheat straw lunch box, 
cutlery

B'RIGHT bamboo lunch box 
850 ml, cutlery
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bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo fiber, PP

PP, wheat straw

bamboo fiber, PP



V0686-00

V8844-00

V8845-00V8846-00

V8864-32

V8843-00

Bamboo lunch boxes 2 pcs, 2x700 ml, cutlery

Bamboo lunch box 1 L, cutlery

Bamboo lunch box 700 ml, cutlery Lunch box 600 ml, cutlery

Bamboo lunch box 700 ml, cutlery

Bamboo lunch box 1 L
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo fibre, PP

bamboo fiber, PP, bamboo

bamboo fiber, PP bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo fiber, PP, bamboo

stainless steel, bamboo



V5094-00

V5521-00

V5224-00

V7993-16

Cheese set Cheese set

Cheese set Wine set 4 pcs, cork case
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wood, steel wood

wood, metal natural cork



V7994-16

V7989-17

V7536-00

V8856-00 V5389-17V5388-17

V7986-16

Cotton bottle drawstring bag Wine box 2 el. Wine box 1 el.

Bottle bag

Bamboo wine set 4 pcs

Bamboo wine set 3 pcsBamboo wine set 3 pcs
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NATURAL MATERIALS

bamboo

bamboo

jute

100% cotton 105 g/m2 wood wood

bamboo



v8802-17

v8818-18v8819-18

v8820-18 V8810-00

Christmas hanger

Christmas hanger
Hanger "wish bottle"

Christmas hanger

Wooden Christmas hanger

v8866-16 Christmas decoration "Christmas tree"
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wood wood

wood

wood

wood

glass



v8832-17v8851-16 v8865-16

v7975-00v8801-17v8840-16

Wooden bottle opener Bottle opener Wooden bottle opener

Cork coasterWooden coaster "pallet"Wooden coasters, 4 pcs
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NATURAL MATERIALS

wood wood wood, metal

wood wood natural cork



v8827-16 v8847-16

v8834-16 v8853-16

v8839-16

v8848-00

v9564-17

Bamboo kitchen set 5 pcs.

Bamboo kitchen spoon

Bamboo kitchen scale

Bamboo kitchen trowel Kitchen knives set

Bamboo cutlery Bamboo cutlery
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bamboo

bamboo bamboo rubber, wood, stainless steel, PP

bamboo

bamboo bamboo fiber, PP



V8835-00

v8849-00

v8867-00

v8805

v8829-16

v9543-00

Paper drinking straw set, 50 pcs

Paper drinking straw set, 10 pcs

Beverage dispenser 6,3 l

Reusable drinking straw

Bamboo drinking straw, 
reusable

Carafe 1 L for water or wine
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NATURAL MATERIALS

ABS, glass, metal

glass, natural cork

wheat straw, PP

bamboo fiber, PP

paper

paper



v5232 v7916v7520

v7992-00

COTTONCOTTON COTTON

COTTON
COTTON ORGANIC

COTTON

V8808V8841-00

Cotton kitchen apron

Cotton kitchen apron Kitchen apron made of organic cotton Cotton kitchen apron

Cotton kitchen apron Cotton kitchen apron
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cotton 145 g/m2 100% cotton 95 g/m2 cotton 180 g/m2

100% cotton 100% organic cotton 180 g/m2 100% cotton 340 g/m2, PU



v7570

v7990-17 v8833-17

v8850-00

COTTON ORGANIC

COTTON

V7997-17

V8530

Kitchen glove Kitchen glove made of organic cotton Bamboo cutting board

Biodegradable flower pot

v8842-00

Bamboo cutting board

Wooden flower pot, mint

Bamboo cutting board
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NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton 100% organic cotton bamboo fiber, PP

bamboo, silicone bamboo

wood

biodegradable fibre



Writing board, erasable marker with felt eraser, chalkv7959-17

wood

V8854-00 V8855-00Bamboo pill box with 3 compartments Bamboo pill box with 3 compartments
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bamboo fiber, PP bamboo fiber, PP



...and green!

V9795 V9796-00

V9988

Reusable face mask Reusable face mask, children size

Face mask holder, ear ropes length adjuster
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NATURAL MATERIALS

linen linen

cane sugar, greenPE



V5710 V5712

V5746

V8782-17

V9711-05

V9752-02

Carpenter pencil

Carpenter pencil

Carpenter pencil

Carpenter pencil

Carpenter ball pen, ruler

Carpenter pencil
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wood wood

wood

wood

wood

wood



V7022

V7065

V7075 V7067

V7050

V7021Cap

Cap

Cap

Cap

Cap

Cap
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NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% brushed cotton



ORGANIC

COTTON

V7005V7136

V7137 Cap

Cap Cap

Cap Organic cotton cap

CapV7182

V7183 V7189-00
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100% brushed cotton cotton

100% cotton 155 g/m2100% brushed cotton

100% cotton 155 g/m2 100% organic cotton 180 g/m2



V7052 V7054

V7053

Children size! Children size!

V7073 Hat "Safari"

Sun visor

Cap, children size Sun hat, children size

Sun hatV7008
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NATURAL MATERIALS

100% cotton

100% cotton 100% cotton

100% cotton

cotton
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recycled
materials
Products made in whole or in part 
from recycled materials. Durable 
and stylish.
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V0386-00 Recycled cardboard USB memory stick 16GB Ecological conference folderV2564-00 Conference folder approx. A4 with notebookV2592-00

The positive effects of paper recycling 
are: reduction of tree cutting, reduction 
of the size of landfills, reduction of 
paper production costs, lower oil and 
energy consumption, cleaner air.

About 7.5 kg of wood is needed to 
produce 1 ream of "normal" or white 
paper. In Poland alone, nearly 
200,000 reams are consumed per 
day!

By choosing ecological paper, i.e. 
100% recycled paper, we save about 
50 liters of water and 10 kWh of 
energy on every 500 sheets of 
paper.
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recycled cardboard, natural cork recycled cardboard recycled cardboard



Conference folder approx. A4 with notebook, 
sticky notes and ball pen

V2593-00

Conference folder approx. A5 with notebook, 
sticky notes and ball pen

V2699-00

Conference folder approx. A4

Conference folder approx. A4, notebook, ball pen

V2918-00

Conference folder A4V2919-00

V2917-00

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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recycled cardboard 600 g/m2

recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard 400 g/m2

recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard



Notebook approx. A5 with ball penV0208-00

Notebook approx. A5V0209-00

Notebook approx. A6V2580

Notebook approx. A5 with ball 
pen

V2795
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recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard 80 g/m2

recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard



Notebook approx. A5V2581 Notebook approx. A7 with ball penV2793 Notebook A5V2970-00

Notebook approx. A6V2878 Notebook A5V2879

V2842

Memo holder, sticky notesV0210-00

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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recycled cardboard recycled cardboard recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard, paper

Memo holder, notebook A6, sticky notes, ball pen



Look how easy it is!
Check the recycling process for paper and cardboard.

SORTING1

SORTING PLANT2 PAPER MILL3

PAPER ROLES4
Paper and cardboard are collected in 
special containers and transported to 
the sorting plant.

In the sorting plant, paper and 
cardboard undergo a selection process 
and then transported to the paper mill.

Paper and cardboard are processed into cellulose 
pulp, which is then drained and dried. The mass 
prepared in this way is fed to presses, which 
transform it into a role of paper.

Paper roles are used to produce new 
packaging. This is how the recycling 
process comes full circle!
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Memo holder, sticky notesV2854-00

Memo holder, notebook approx. A6, sticky 
notes, ball pen

V2925-00 Memo holder, notebook approx. A5, sticky notes, ball 
pen

V2926 Memo holder "triangle", sticky notesV2975

Memo holder, notebook approx. A5, sticky notesV2971-00

Memo holder, sticky notesV2922 Memo holder, sticky notesV2923-00

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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recycled cardboard recycled cardboard recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard recycled cardboard
recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard



rPET ball penV1960 rPET ball penV1971rPET lanyardV0211-02

The choice is yours.
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rPET rPET rPET



Recycled cardboard writing set, ball 
pen and mechanical pencil

V1831-00 Recycled cardboard pen caseV1464-00 Eco ball penV1930-16

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard recycled cardboard



Recycled cardboard ball penV1470Recycled cardboard ball pen, wheat 
straw details

V1978 Recycled cardboard pencilV8607-00Recycled cardboard ball pen, wheat 
straw details

V1958
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recycled cardboard, wheat straw, ABS recycled cardboard,
wheat straw, ABS

recycled cardboard recycled cardboard



Recycled cardboard school set, pencil 
case

V7389-00 School set, pencil caseV7869

School set, notebook approx. A5, 
pencil case

V7870

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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recycled cardboard, wood recycled cardboard

recycled cardboard



rPET drawstring bagV8169 rPET shopping bagV0853

rPET backpackV8156

rPET drawstring bagV0830

rPET B'RIGHT laptop backpack 15,6"V0854 rPET 15" laptop backpackV8157
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RPET 600D 430 g/m2

polyester 190T, rPET rPET RPET polyester 190T

RPET 600D 150 g/m2 RPET 600D

Recycled PET



rPET shopping bagV0765 rPET shopping bagV0766

V0705 rPET foldable shopping bagV0751rPET shopping bagV0831

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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polyester 190T, RPET polyester rPET 190T RPET

laminated RPET 105 g/m2 laminated RPET 105 g/m2

rPET shopping bag



Recycled cotton drawstring bagV8168

rPET foldable shopping bagV8170

B'RIGHT recycled cotton shopping bagV8822

Recycled cotton shopping bagV8167
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RPET 45 g/m2

100% recycled cotton 200 g/m2

100% recycled cotton 120 g/m2 100% recycled cotton 120 g/m2

It takes 2,000 to 7,000 liters of water to produce a kilogram of cotton.

Recycling of one ton of cotton can save 756 cubic meter of water!

Did you know, that...



B'RIGHT waist bag rPETV0852

rPET cosmetic bagV0899

rPET bags for fruits and vegetables, 
3 pcs.

V0783-02

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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RPET 600D 150 g/m2

rPET

rPET



rPET automatic umbrellaV0763 Automatic rPET umbrellaV0790 rPET windproof umbrella, manual, 
foldable

V0762

rPET hand fanV7804-02rPET hand fanV7803-00

Consistent recycling of secondary raw materials significantly 
contributes to reducing the consumption of non-renewable natural 
resources, which are gradually shrinking. For example: by recovering 
1 tonne of plastic, you can save between 700 and 800 kg of crude oil.
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bamboo fiber, PP, rPET

pongee 190T rPET polyester 170T rPET 
pongee 190T rPET

wood, rPET



rPET T-shirt

It takes five PET beverage bottles to make a thread, which 

will be used to produce one sports T-shirt.

Did you know, that...

V7190

rPET capV7188

rPET capV7193

RECYCLED MATERIALS
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rPET 180 g/m2

rPET
rPET 135 g/m2
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CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE

Products made to reduce our 
ecological footprint and supprt 
sustainable development. 
Reusable products, products 
made of environmentally friendly 
materials which will allow us to 
use less energy and resources.
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V0126 Power bank 4000 mAh, solar charger

V0341-03 Power bank 8000 mAh,
solar charger

V3419 Solar charger with 1000 mAh

V0354 Waterproof power bank 4000 
mAh, solar charger

V0122 Power bank 4000 mAh, solar charger

BENEFITS
Unlimited resources and easy availability

Sunlight is directly converted into other
forms of energy

The process of obtaining energy has no impact
on the environment

Free source of energy

PHOTOVOLTAIC
PANELCOLLECTOR

ENERGY

ELECTRICITYHEAT
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ABS, aluminium

aluminium ABS

ABS, silicone

plastic



V9598-99 Recycle waste bags V8563-99 Recycle waste bags 
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laminated non-wovenPP woven

CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE

V8176-00 Set of bags for fruits and 
vegetables, 2 pcs.

polyester 25 g/m2
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V6992 Reusable face mask with filter space and 
silver ions

polyamide 250g

V9987-02 Reusable face mask with filter space and 
silver ions, Christmas pattern

here

polyamide 250g

YOU CAN CHOOSE READY

GRAPHICS THAT YOU CAN

PRINT ON ORDERED MASKS

Wash & use it again! 
yourLOGO
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V9798-02 Set in box, spray bottle for disinfectant and reusable 
face mask with filter space and silver ions

PET, PP, polyamide 250g

V9785 Face and neck cover

polyester

V9786 Face and neck cover, children size

polyester

V7192-02 Antibacterial face and neck cover

polyester 130 g/m2

ANTIBACTERIAL

ISO 20743

Children size!



V9470 Travel mug 350 ml

V0657 Travel mug 350 ml

V0859 Travel mug 350 ml
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PP, silicone

PP

silicone



V9877-02 Mug 520 ml V0757 Travel mug 400 ml

Bring your
mug to
coffee shop!

V0758-05 Travel mug 400 ml
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PP ceramics, silicone ceramics, silicone

CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE



V8806 V8859-02 Antibacterial reusable drinking straw

ANTIBACTERIAL

ISO 22196

silicone silicone

Reusable drinking straw

V8803-32 Stainless steel drinking straw set V5598-32 Stainless steel drinking straw set

V8809 Extendable stainless steel drinking straw

Check out of the Trash

Island, use reusable

straws!

ONCE
USED
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DECADES
OVER200

YEARS!

stainless steel, silicone

stainless steel stainless steel 304



V7923 Shower coachV5497-02 Shower coach

2 MIN5 MIN

SAVE
THEWATER

TOGETHER

LET’S

HOT MINUTES
SHOWER

LITERS
OF WATER
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1 10 127
One cooler, 5-minute shower, with the tap turned on halfway, equals 41.5 liters 
of water!

Check time and save!

plastic, glass plastic

CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE



Sustainable packaging is the last distinguishing feature of the products 
making up the GREEN PROMO offer.

This fits perfectly with the 
ecological principle of 3R 
(translated into Polish - 3U) - 
Reduce (Unikaj), Reuse (Używaj 
ponownie), Recycle (Utylizuj).

Packaging of promotional items with this icon has been kept to a minimum or may be reused. It is 
also often made of recycled materials.
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This approach is the basis for waste management in the era of drastically diminishing natural 
resources, threats resulting from global warming and increasing levels of air and water pollution.
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Play in green 
with us!

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING



Colours of products in the catalogue may slightly differ from actual products.
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THANK YOU FOR PLAYING 
IN GREEN WITH US!



YING 




